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The Apple Orchard from Planting
Bearing Age

to

INTRODUCTION.
past few years have witnessed an unusually keen inmany parts of the country, in the subject of fruit
growing particularly in the production of apples on a commercial scale.

The

terest, in

—

The people of this and other states have awakened to the
West Virginia possesses in a high degree the natural
advantages which make for success in this industry, namely:
fact that

favorable climate and soils a wide range of altitude and a
variety of exposures, insuring good air and water drainage,
;

immunity from killing frosts and freedom from fungous
diseases; and good home markets and transportation facilities, which with our favorable situation place the best markets
world within easy reach of our growers. As a result,
thousands of acres have already been planted and inquiries
are constantly received at this Station from persons who contemplate planting an orchard. This bulletin has been prepared for the purpose of furnishing to such people information
regarding the various operations involved in the planting of
the apple orchard and in its subsequent care up to the bearing age. A discussion of the care of bearing orchards will be
of the

reserved for a future bulletin.

down hard and fast
has been the aim of
the writer therefore to note the advantages and disadvantages
of the various methods in use and to emphasize the principles
involved. The individual reader will have to decide for himself which methods seem best adapted to his peculiar conditions, for after all, success in orcharding depends as much
upon the man as upon the method.
In few instances

rules as to

is

it

possible to lay

methods of proceedure.

It

While the writer has great faith in the possibilities of
apple production in West Virginia he would caution all who
think of planting, to "make haste slowly". Fruit growing is
a highly specialized branch of agriculture requiring skill and

;
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constant attention to details to insure success. To plant an
orchard is a comparatively simple and inexpensive operation.
To properly train and care for the same through the years
that must pass before the trees can return a revenue is quite
another matter. A year's time spent in gathering all possible
information on the subject will be time well spent as it will
very likely save expensive mistakes. A common error is to
attempt too much. Large plantings by stock companies
managed by experienced orchardists offer chances for splendid
profits, but with the average individual grower, twenty-five
acres, well cared for will, in the majority of cases, net the
owner larger returns than one hundred acres, which in most
cases will be but poorly cared for.
In the preparation of this bulletin the writer has drawn

upon the literature upon the subject, a brief bibliography of which appears on pages 205 and 206. The various
topics have been treated as nearly as possible in the order in
which they would present themselves to the prospective
freely

t

planter.

CHOOSING THE LOCATION.
To the person who must buy land the location of
orchard will be dependent upon the following factors:
the present extent of the industry in the locality, (2) the
tance from good home markets or a good shipping point,

the
(1)
dis-

and

(3) the cost of the land.

A

which the industry

is already well developed
over new territory. Its possibilities have been shown
it is usually well equipped with
transportation facilities
the growers are better organized
storage facilities are more conveniently located and the business is on a safer and surer basis.

section in

possesses

many advantages
;

;

Because of the progress which has been made in the matand in the protection of fruit in transit, good
home markets though highly desirable are not strictly essential to success in fruit growing.
The distance from good markets and the distance from an orchard to its shipping point
have a great influence upon the possible profits to be derived
from the orchard, however. This factor will become even
more important as production increases. The grower who is
nearest to good markets and to a good shipping point, other
things being equal, can produce the fruit the cheapest and
ter of cold storage

therefore

make

the largest profits.

:
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The

increased cost of land in a well developed fruit secalthough offset in a large measure by the advantages enumerated, may in many cases prove prohibitive. If the
amount of a man's available capital is the deciding factor, he
should come as near approximating the other two ideals as
his purse will allow.
tion,

Site.
Having decided in a general
the section of the State in which to locate the orchard,
the next step will be to pick out the particular site which it is
If the prospective planter already owns his land
to occupy.
and believes that it satisfies the requirements suggested above,
he too will be governed by the following factors

Choosing the Orchard

way

2.

Adaptability of the
Elevation.

3.

Exposure.

i.

soil.

Adaptability of Soil. The apple will grow in almost any
kind of soil from a sand to a clay, but it does best in those
types which lie between the two extremes, preferring a deep,
porous, sandy or gravelly loam well supplied with organic
matter. As its roots reach to a considerable depth, the nature
of the subsoil is fully as important as the surface soil.
A hard,
stiff clay should be avoided as should areas in which the
water table is so near the surface as to cause the water to
stand about the roots of the trees, for the apple is sure to fail
in such locations.
Small areas of this nature may be remedied by tile drainage but if the area needing such treatment
is large, it would be better to choose another location.
Fortunately the slopes of our West Virginia hills in most cases
afford ample water drainage. The character of growth of
the forest trees and more particularly of the old apple trees
which may usually be found growing in similar soil conditions is a very good indication of the adaptability of a soil
for orchard purposes.
Elevation. This may be either absolute or relative.
In
the former case we would speak of it as altitude or the elevation of a point above sea level.
Elevation in this sense has an
influence in determining the varieties to be planted and will
be discussed under that topic. The relative elevation of an
orchard site, or its elevation compared with the land adjacent
to it has an important bearing upon the action of early and
late frosts which cause such damage to the apple crop.

W. VA. AGR. EXPERIMENT STATION
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Cold air, being heavier than warm air tends to seek the
lower levels. For this reason a site which is higher than the
surrounding land should be chosen so as to afford "air drainage," as it is called, and thus afford protection against frost
Elevation is altogether a local factor. In every cominjury.
munity there is a more or less clearly denned 'frost line"
above which orchards may be planted with almost perfect
immunity from frost damage but below which there is danger
from this source. Before planting an orchard this point
should be given careful consideration. It is always well to
get the advice of an experienced, practical and disinterested
orchardist,

upon

a location before

it is

definitely decided upon.

Orchard sites of considerable elevation have an added advantage over the lower sites in the better color of the fruit
which is produced on them and the comparative freedom from
fungous diseases such as the "sooty fungus."
Orchards should not be planted on land which is too steep,
because of the added expense of producing the crop. Narrow
valleys and low pockets should also be avoided as too uncertain in crop production.
Exposure. In speaking of the exposure of an orchard we
refer to the general lay of the land with relation to the points

For example, an orchard which faces the
of the compass.
west has a western exposure, one facing the south a southern
exposure, etc. This is not considered as important a factor
as was formerly the case. It too, is largely a local one especially as regards the prevailing winds. Achoice of exposures may
be taken advantage of in locating the orchard in such a way as
to protect it from the prevailing winds.
northern, northeastern, northwestern or western exposure is often preferred
for the location of an apple orchard because the soil on such
an exposure is apt to be richer, cooler and more moist, and
the bloom is retarded until danger of frost is past in the
spring.
On the other hand, on sites having a more southern
exposure the fruit becomes more highly colored than on those
with a northern exposure.

A

PREPARATION OF THE ORCHARD
The
site will

SITE.

details incidental to the preparation of the orchard
vary largely of course with the present condition of

the land, whether it is in woods, partly cleared, in sod or in
cultivated ground also with its present state of fertility.
;
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is in woods the first step will be to remove the
of timber or in case it is partly cleared or grown up
In the former case a considto brush, to finish the clearing.
erable revenue may be obtained from the sale of the timber,
posts, mine props and bark, although it is not safe usually to
count on more than enough to pay for the expense of getting
the land in shape to plant the trees. In many cases the
stumps are allowed to remain except in strips to be occupied
by the rows of trees. If the site is in sod it will be best to
break it before planting the trees as it can be put in proper
condition much better before than it can be after the trees are
If there is danger from washing, the plowing had better
set.
be confined to strips six or eight feet wide which are to con-

If

the site

growth

tain the rows or else the whole field should be seeded at once
The land should be plowed as deeply as posto hold the soil.
sible,

preferably in the

fall.
,

Newly cleared land is usually rich enough to permit planting at once, but some prefer to cultivate it for at least a year
before planting the trees. Buckwheat is a good crop for subduing newly cleared land, or if desired it may be planted with
corn or tomatoes. The work put upon these crops will considerably reduce the expense that would be necessary in
sprouting the land if it were not cultivated.
Land which has been under

cultivation for many years
be in such a low state of fertility that it will be advisable
to devote one season at least to building it up by growing and
plowing under a crop of cow peas or soy beans.

may

Such preliminary preparation as has been indicated may
very well be done while the prospective planter is acquainting himself with what is to follow. Such a course will often
be a saving of expense although at the time he may be impatient at the apparent delay in getting the orchard started.
It is possible while preparing the site to purchase the trees
as root-grafts or as one-year-olds and grow them in nursery
rows on a separate piece of ground. If this is done the root
grafts should be planted eight inches apart in rows three feet
apart.
One year old trees would be planted one foot apart, in
rows three feet apart and at the end of the year would be on
hand ready to plant in the orchard with the tops formed to
suit the taste of the planter.
In the majority of cases however it will be best to buy the trees from the nurseryman
when the ground is ready to receive them.

;
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SYSTEM OF PLANTING.
Distance Apart of Trees. In order to determine the number of trees he will require, the prospective planter must decide upon the distance apart he will set them.
He will be
governed in his decision by the nature of his soil, the varities which he chooses and his system of planting, having
always in mind the fact that with proper treatment the apple
is a long lived tree, and should be given enough room to allow
it to reach its fullest development, and at the same time
utilize as fully as possible the space in the orchard.
If the
orchard is to be located in Morgan County for instance, the
trees could safely be set closer together than they could if
the orchard was to be located in Berkeley or Jefferson Counties,
because the soil in the last two named counties is richer and
will grow a larger tree (of the same variety) than that of
Morgan County. There is a marked difference in the habit
of growth of the different varieties of apples.
Some are
naturally smaller than others while some are of an upright
and others a spreading habit. Wealthy, Wagener, Yellow
Transparent and Oldenburg are examples of the former type
R. I. Greening, Roxbury Russett and Gravenstein, of the
latter.

It is safe to

say that 25 feet should be the

minimum

dis-

between permanent trees on rather poor land and
This distance should be
-with the smaller growing varieties.
increased as the fertility of the soil and the size of the varieties used increases, up to 40 and in some instances to 45 feet.
person intending to plant an orchard should examine the
old orchards (if there are any) in the section in which he is
to plant, and note the distance at which the trees have been
planted, and the relative amount of the space which the trees
have utilized. Having in mind the kind of treatment such an
orchard has received he can form a good idea as to what space
he should leave between his trees.
tance

left

A

With even the minimum

distance of twenty-five feet betrees it will be several years before the young trees will
make use of all of this space, and as the planter naturally
wishes to get returns from the orchard as soon as possible he
is apt to adopt one or both of two methods of accomplishing
the result intercropping (see page 197) or the filler system
of planting.

tween

—

THE APPLE ORCHARD.
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Filler System.
This system aims to utilize, as fully as
possible, the space in the orchard, and to produce returns as
early as possible by planting between the permanent trees
some early bearing variety of apple, or peach, plum or cherry
trees, with the idea that as soon as the filler trees begin to
interfere with the proper growth of the permanent trees they
As this system permits of closer planting
will be removed.

the prospective orchardist must decide before ordering his
quota of trees whether or not he is to make use of it. The
filler system has been carried out very successfully in some
instances in this state, particularly with peaches as the fillers.
In other cases it has proven a failure, due not to the system
but because the system was not properly carried out. The
chief objection to this system lies in the fact that it requires
considerable nerve to cut down trees which are bearing profitable crops, and that in many cases the owners not having
the necessary nerve, allow the fillers to remain too long to
the permanent injury of the whole orchard. If it is decided
to use the peach, plum or cherry as a filler, the minimum distance between trees should be not less than sixteen or eighteen
feet, while if the apple is used as a filler, the minimum should
be not less than twenty feet. The orchardist, if adopting the
filler system, should keep constantly in mind the fact that
the fillers while returning a revenue quickly are really of
secondary importance in the orchard enterprise and should in
no way detract from the care and attention given to the per-

—

manent

trees.

The arrangement

of the trees which the planter adopts
number of trees he will require. The
principal systems of arranging the trees in the orchard are
the rectangular, square, quincunx, hexagonal and contour.
As the names imply, in the first two cases the trees are set in
the four corners of either a rectangle or a square, the latter
form being the one most often used, and much to be preferred.
The square system is easy to lay out and the orchard
may be conveniently cultivated and sprayed. The chief objection raised against this method is that it is not as economical of space as it should be, there being a considerable
amount of unused space in the center of each square formed
by four trees. Too much stress may easily be laid upon this,
objection, in the opinion of the writer.
will also influence the

By placing a tree in the center of each square formed by
four trees we have what is called the quincunx system which
is the same as the filler system partially thinned.
It utilizes

February, 1912.]
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the space better than the square system and gives nearly
double the number of trees to the acre.
In the hexagonal system the trees are all equidistant, giving equal distribution of air, light and soil. It takes its name
from the fact that the trees are arranged in hexagonal or
This syssix-sided groups with a tree in the center of each.
tem allows of 15% more trees to the acre than the square
system.

The. name contour system

may

be given to the arrange-

whereby the trees in each row are
placed as nearly as possible on the same level, but in which
no effort is made to have all of the trees in the same row on
the same straight line.

ment used on

hillsides

171 will give an idea of the most
combinations which may be worked out in the
The following table gives the number of
different systems.
trees required to plant an acre under the two systems in most

The

plans on page

common

common

use.

Distance apart each
way-

Square

System

Hexagonal

134
108
70
48
35
27

lS feet
"
20
"
25
"
30
"
35
"
40
**
45

22

System

154
124
80
55

40
31
25

Having decided upon the distance apart
set the trees

and the system

at which he will
of planting the prospective plan-

ter is in position to order his trees.

BUYING THE TREES.
When

to Buy.
Whether the orchard is to be planted in
or in the spring it is best to order the trees in the fall.
They need not necessarily be delivered then although that
too is the better plan. By so doing the nurseryman is given
a chance to send a better selection of trees, time is given for
an examination of the trees and the adjustment of claims if
there are any, and delays are avoided by having the trees on

the

fall
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hand when wanted

in

the spring.
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the trees are bought

they should be heeled in as described on page 179.
Several questions of importance arise at this point, such as:
From whom shall I buy my trees? What aged tree shall I
buy and how much ought I to pay?
in the fall,

to Buy.
A person who is to plant an orchard of
need have nothing to do with tree agents. He
should deal directly with the firm from whom he wishes to
buy. All high class farm papers carry the advertisements
of reliable nurserymen and guarantee to protect their readers
from fraud on the part of their advertisers. Wherever possible the grower should visit the nursery and select his own
If he can not do this he should buy as near home as
trees.
it is possible to secure the varieties he wants.
Whether the
trees shall be grown in the North or the South, be budded
or root-grafted, on whole or piece roots, is of minor importance so long as the trees are well grown. In ordering from any
nurseryman, the buyer should specify the number, age and
quality of each variety wanted, the height at which he wishes
the trees headed, if two year-olds, and the date at which he
wishes them shipped. To avoid possible trouble later on
he should distinctly state that no substitutes, or trees in-,
fested with insects or disease would be accepted.
He should
keep a copy of his order.

Where

any

size

Age and Size of Trees to Buy. A tree that has grown one
year from bud or root-graft is preferred for planting by most
orchardists, although some prefer a two year old. A one
year old tree is cheaper than the same grade in a two year
tree and stands the shock of transplanting better.
A two
year old tree will have had the position of its main branches
determined before it leaves the nursery, and may not suit the
ideal of the planter.
The chief advantage of the one year
old tree lies in the fact that the grower can shape the top of
his tree to suit his own ideas.
An apple tree that has grown
in the nursery for more than two years is an undesirable tree
to plant.
Nurserymen grade their trees either by their
height or by the caliper measurement of their trunks, into
first, second and third class trees.
Large size is not necessarily a mark of high quality.
Some varieties are slow growers in the nursery and the best trees of such varieties may
not be any larger than the poorer grades of strong growing
varieties.
Trees of the former class include such as Yellow
Transparent, Jonathan and R. I. Greening. See figure 8.

THE APPLE ORCHARD.
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It is poor economy to buy any
class trees.
The difference in the first cost is insignificant when compared with the better results obtained
from the higher grade trees. It is folly to plant trees that
are handicapped with San Jose scale, woolly aphis, crowngall or hairy-root.
See figure 6. Such stock should be re-

Quality of Tree to Buy.

but

first

fused and replaced with healthy stock.

A

What Constitutes a Good Tree.
first class tree is one
that has a healthy, well developed root system with several
evenly distributed main roots of good size, and a top of good
form and size for the variety, with smooth, clean, firm bark
of a healthy, green color.
The grower should be willing to
pay a fair price for such trees. The price of trees varies of

Photo by W. E. Rumsey.

—

Fig. 6.
Typical crown gall on left hand tree.
Hairy-root, a form of the
same disease on the other two trees. Reject all trees affected with this disease.

Contrast with

fig.

8.

course with the age and quality of the trees, the size of the
order, the terms of the contract, and the season.
In buying
any considerable number of trees the prospective planter
should investigate further before paying more than twenty
cents for an apple tree.

Dwarf Trees. Inquiries are occasionally received regarding the advisability of planting dwarf trees. Such trees have
not as yet been demonstrated to be adapted for planting in
commercial orchards. Their proper place at the present time,
seems to be confined to the home orchard or town lot, where
they will furnish much pleasure and considerable fine fruit if
the owner is interested enough in their culture to give them
the extra care they require.

W. VA. AGR. EXPERIMENT STATION
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CHOOSING THE VARIETIES.
The selection of varieties to be planted is a very important
step in starting an orchard, for the success of the enterprise
depends in large measure upon the wisdom of the choice.
There are so many factors which will influence the planter
in his choice that only general advice can be given on the
subject.

The wide variation in the altitude in different parts of the
state makes possible a wider range of varieties in West Virginia than is usual within the limits of a single state. The
point to consider therefore is the adaptability <^f the vaand climatic conditions of the locastudy of the betion where the orchard is to be planted.
havior of the varieties successfully grown in the section where
the trees are to be planted is one of the most reliable guides
know that some vato follow in the choice of varieties.
rieties are apparently very particular regarding soil conditions and the treatment they receive while others succeed
over a greater range of territory and under indifferent care.
Unfortunately our knowledge of these likes and dislikes comes
only from long experience and observation and from the nature of the case is very largely of local application. The prospective planter therefore will be safe in pinning his faith
on such varieties as have been proven to be adapted to the
section in which he is to plant, and should try new varieties
in a limited way, only.

first

riety to the particular soil

A

We

A

common mistake is to plant too many varieties.
great advantage to be able to market single varieties
in car load lots, as this helps in attracting buyers and makes
one more independent regarding his market. The demands
of one's market and the distance to that market have an influence upon the varieties a grower should select.
He will
naturally want to grow the varieties which are in greatest
demand in his market. If he is to cater to a particular trade
very

It is a

he will have to grow varieties of high quality, whereas if he
to sell upon the general market he will choose varieties
that are productive, good keepers and good shippers.
is

If

the grower

is

to

make

the orchard but one of the sevdo well to conthose of winter
to be the main
a succession of

income from the farm, he will
fine his choice to but few varieties and make
fruit.
If on the other hand the orchard is
source of income, the grower should choose
eral sources of
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This

will enable

to give steadier work to his force of men, he will be more
of a factor in the market and his income will be surer and
Even such a
distributed over a longer season of the year.
grower will do well to have but a few varieties ripening in

him

each season.

A man's personal preference should be given as much
play as possible in the choice of varieties for he is much
surer to succeed in growing a variety which he likes than
with another.
As a general thing varieties that are very productive are
not of a very good quality and conversely those varieties that
are of high quality are often sh)r bearers or are too tender
The consuming public is befor shipping long distances.
coming more and more discriminating in its tastes, however,
and as the high quality apples sell readily at advanced prices
they are the most profitable kind to grow. The tendency
among orchardists therefore, and rightly so, is to give moreattention to the quality of their product. This is shown in
the fact that the Ben Davis type of apple is not as largelyplanted as formerly.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE VARIETIES

IN

THE

ORCHARD.
The arrangement of the varieties in the field is an important one from the standpoint of interpollination, frost injury
and convenience in spraying, picking, etc. An interesting
field for study is the determination of which varieties are
self-sterile and which are self-fertile, and which varieties are
the best pollenizers for other varieties. That such differences
in varieties may have a strong influence upon the amount and.
character of the fruit produced has been shown, but definite
knowledge on the subject is still sufficient only to warrant
the advice not to plant in too large blocks of the same variety.
Alternate the varieties in blocks of three or four rows each,
putting those rows which bloom at the same time, adjacent
to each other.
.

There may be a difference of nearly a week between the
blooming dates of two varieties. This fact may be taken advantage of by locating the late blooming varieties in the lower
levels of the orchard wherever there is possible danger of
frost injury during the blooming season.
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upon sloping land it will be more convenient
and to pick the fruit if the varieties run
rows around, instead of up and down the hill.
If

locating

to spray the orchard
in

Make

It will add to the interest
a Plan of the Orchard.
planting of the orchard, assist in the correctness of the
work and prove a valuable record for future reference if the
owner will draw to scale on a piece of stiff, durable paper a
map of the orchard, showing the arrangement of varieties
and the location of each tree.

in the

General

List

The following

of

lists

Varieties

Recommended

for

Planting.

arranged approximately in
prove of assistance to prospec-

of varieties

their order or ripening,

may

tive planters.

For locations below 1500 feet

For locations above 1500 feet

elevation.

elevation.

Yellow Transparent.
Early Ripe.
•Early Harvest.
Red June.
Red Astrachan.

Yellow Transparent,
Early Harvest,
Red Astrachan,

Maiden Blush,
Gravenstein,

Maiden Blush
Summer Rambo,

Summer Rambo,

Rome

York Imperial,

Oldenburg (Duchess of Oldenburg)
Wealthy,
Gravenstein
Oldenburg (Duchess of Oldenburg) Smokehouse,
Grimes,
Wealthy
Jonathan,
Smokehouse,
Rome (Beauty),
Smith (Cider),
Baldwin,
Grimes,
Stayman Winesap,
Jonathan,
(Beauty),

Stayman Winesap,
York Imperial,

Northern Spy,
King,

Arkansas (Mammoth Black Twig) ,R.
Winesap.
List of varieties suggested as
worthy of trial.

Bonum,
Delicious,

King David,
Mcintosh (Red),
Mother,
Nero,

Northwestern Greening,
Stark,

Wagener,
Senator,

Williams (Early Red),
Akin (Red).

I.

Greening.

List of varieties
for use as

recommended
fillers.

Yellow Transparent,
Oldenburg (Duchess of Oldenburg)
Wealthy,
Black Ben Davis or Gano,
Wagener,
Stark,

Missouri (Pippin),
Grimes,
Jonathan.
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Time to Plant. There are things to be said in favor of
both fall and spring planting'. The fall is not quite as busy
a season as early spring; the soil is usually in good condition
to work at that time, while it is apt to be too wet in the spring,
and trees set in the fall are ready to make an early start in
the spring. On the other hand trees set in the fall are subject to injury from mice, rabbits, sun scald and freezing
weather which may cause serious loss which may be avoided
by spring planting. As stated under "When to buy trees,"
page 173 the writer advised buying in the fall. Except in
the higher altitudes of the state he would favor fall planting
for the apple up to such time as steady cold weather sets
in, provided the ground is in good condition, and the trees
have been allowed to properly mature. If this interval was
not sufficient in which to finish the planting he would advise
heeling in the balance of the trees and finishing as early as
possible in the spring.

Treatment of Trees when Received from Nursery. Oftentimes serious loss results from neglect or careless treatment of the trees after they have been received from the nurAs soon as received the boxes should be opened and
sery.
the condition of the trees noted. If the trees are to be planted
within a short time they may be taken to a place convenient
to where they are to be planted and heeled in by simply digging a narrow trench as long as need be, putting the bundles
of trees root down in the trench and covering the roots well
with soil. They should not be allowed to remain here long
as the roots in the inside of the bundles would soon become
too dry, to prevent which condition every precaution should
be taken.
Heeling-in the Trees. If the trees are to be planted the
following spring, they should be carefully heeled in for the
winter. A well drained spot should be selected and a trench
dug about a foot deep and say ten feet long running east and
west, throwing the dirt on the south side of the trench. Open
each bundle of trees and spread the roots in the trench. Fill
the trench with trees, then shovel the soil from behind the
roots onto the roots, making sure that every one is covered
well with soil. The removal of this soil forms another trench
parallel to the first which in turn is filled with trees, the tops
of which rest upon the dirt shovelled on top of the first row,
and so on one row behind another until the trees are all heeled
in.
Great care should be taken to keep the trees of each variety together.
It will be well to separate the different va-
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with stakes which will project above the pile of trees,
and as an added precaution a record should be kept of the
order in which the varieties were heeled in. As soon as the
ground is frozen the pile of trees may be covered with evergreen boughs to prevent the alternate freezing and thawing
through the winter. Trees carefully heeled in in the fall
rieties

should be in excellent condition in the spring.
If desired the roots of the trees may be trimmed as they
are heeled in and the cuts allowed to callous over during the
winter, thus saving valuable time in the busy spring. This
necessary operation consists in removing crowded or injured
roots and in cutting the larger roots back from four to six
inches from the trunk. The cut should be made slanting in
such a way that when the trees are stood upright each cut
surface will rest upon the ground. At this time the number
and varieties of trees should be checked up with the order,
examined for indications of insects or diseases and if necessary claims for errors or damage made at once.

LAYING OUT THE ORCHARD.
Whichever one of the several possible methods of locating each tree is adopted it will first be necessary to locate
For this work a 50 or 100 foot tape
the position of the rows.
line and a supply of stakes will be needed.
If the orchard is
to be very large a 100 foot steel tape will be the most economical to buy; if small, a 50 foot linen tape will be all right.
Clean, bright building laths make cheap and effective stakes,
used whole for marking the rows, or cut three times, (each
giving four one-foot stakes) for marking the position of each
tree, if it is desired to do so.

The

step will be to determine upon four base lines
each other. The first base line should be
selected to run in the same direction as it is desired the rows
shall run. the long way of the field.
This line (the line L.
Y. in Fig. 7 for instance) may be run parallel to a road or
fence.
If such a landmark is not aA r ailable it may be simply
laid out on one side of the field to be planted.
As this line
can be used as the first row or trees, a space of fifteen or
twenty feet should be left between it and the outside of the
This prefield in order to facilitate spraying, etc., later on.
caution should be taken with the other outside rows.
first

at right angles to

LY

On the line chosen (as the line
in Fig. 7) determine
the position of the trees in this row by setting stakes at in-
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tervals equal to the distance the rows are to be apart.
The
next step will be to lay out the other base lines at right angles
to and near the ends of L. Y.
Two methods of doing this
are shown in figure 7.
Tf it is desired to erect a perpendicular at the point X, measure an equal distance on each side
of the point to L and
on the line L. Y. Take a string
not quite as long as the distance from
to L and with one
Describe a similar
describe a short arc.
end at the point
line
arc with the end of the string held at the point L.

M

M

M

R

A

1

+A

k
'N

M
—A plan
—In making

Fig.

Note

7.

the point at

A

60 ft.

illustrating the method of staking out an orchard.
the drawing for the cut, the artist failed to put

in line with

D

and E.

X

through the point of intersection of the two
stake set at this
arcs at XT will be perpendicular to L. Y.
point will enable the planter to sight in a stake which will
mark the further end of the line. If it is desired to erect by
the second method, a line perpendicular to L. Y. at Y, measuse along Y. L. a distance of 60 feet to E. Stretch a string
100 feet long from E and another 80 feet long from Y.
Where the ends come together at F is the point through which
to sight in the other end of the line, which will be at right
angles to L. Y.

drawn from

A
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Stakes should be set on these two lines at intervals equal
which the trees are to stand apart in the
rows. The fourth line joining these two can then be measured off the same as from X to Y.
to the distance at

In marking out the base lines for planting on the square
system the intervals between stakes around the edges of the
field will be equal and if the quincunx system is used they will

be one-half the distance that would be required by the square
system. If the hexagonal system is used two opposite sides
would be marked with intervals equal to one-half the distance
at which the trees are to be apart in the rows.
On the other
two base lines the intervals would mark the distance at which
the rows would be apart. See figure 4. This distance may be
found by multiplying the distance between the trees by
the decimal .866. The following table gives the distance between the rows in the hexagonal system.

Distance between trees

20
25
30
33
35
40

Approximate distance between
rows

feet
"
"
<(

a

"

17.3
21.6

feet
"

26.

28.6
30.3
34.6

"
"

In setting small orchards the trees may be made to line
This consists of a piece
a planting board.
of half inch stock, about four inches wide and six or seven
feet long.
This board has three notches cut in one side of
it one at the centre and one at each end equally distant from
the centre notch. The position of each tree is first determined and a small stake set for the tree. With the centre
notch in the planting board pressed up against the stake,
two other small stakes are set, one at the notch in each end of
the board. The stake marking the position of the tree may
then be pulled up and the hole dug. To plant the tree the
planting board is again placed against the two end stakes,
and the tree being held ini the hole with the trunk against
the centre notch of the planting board it will have the same
position as was occupied by the first stake set.

up well by using

For large operations however
as

it

this method is expensive
presupposes digging the holes by hand and considerable
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time is spent in placing the stakes. Wherever possible furrows, should be opened, up and down and lengthwise of the
If this is done very little digging will be required.
field.
The intersection of the two furrows marks the position of
the tree in an approximate way. The method of sighting as
illustrated in Fig. 7 will help to line the trees up very well.
One or more rows of stakes (depending on the size of the
orchard) are run across the field in each direction, care being taken that they are not placed in what will later become
They are easily located as follows see figa row of trees.
ure 7. One man stands at No. 1 in the line R. S. and sighting to the stake at No. 2 in the line XY, he tells another man
just where to place a stake, as at No. 3, so that it will be in
Stakes may be set in the same
line with No. 1 and No. 2.
way marking each row running that w!ay of the field. He
then moves to the line SY at No. 4, and sighting to No. 5
in the line R. X. he tells the other man where to place his
stake in line as at No. 6 and so on until every row running
Now when it is desired to
that way of the field, is staked.
plant any tree as at A, for example, the planter can sight
by the stakes B. C. and his helper by the stakes D. E. and
the tree will be exactly in line in both directions.
:

If a field is irregular in outline it will be necessary to
project lines from inside the base lines to the edge of the
field and locate the trees with a tape line.

Some

planters use a long No. 12 galvanized wire with
trees.
At the distance at which the trees
are to stand along the wire, pieces of smaller wire are wrapped and soldered to prevent slipping. If the rows are furrowed out one way of the field a heavy line known by the
dealers as a "taut line" may be used to mark the intersections of the rowr s running crosswise of the field.
For marking the position of the trees to be set on the hexagonal system, a triangle made of heavy wire, each side of which is the
same length as the distance between trees, will be found convenient.
Each corner of the triangle is formed by an iron
ring to which the end of two wires is fastened.
Stakes marking the position of the trees in the base lines are carefully
set.
Three men take the triangle and two of them with their
rings held at the first and second stake in the first row enable
the third man to locate the first tree in the second row.
Moving to the second and third stake of the base line he locates the
second tree in the second row and so on across the field.

which to locate the
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then repeated forming the third and succeed-

well adapted for use on uneven ground and
if care is taken to hold the triangle
level.
See figure 4. On level land, the sighting method
suggested under- the square system may be used, instead.

This method

is

good work may be done

PLANTING THE TREES.
If

the orchard site has been put in good tilth, and furtip with the plow, but little hand digging will

rows opened

Photo by W. E. Rumsey.
as received from the nurseryman.
are a 2-yr. old York Imperial
1-yr.
Ben
Rome Beauty
1-yr.
Jonathan
2-yr.
Davis
1-yr. Rome Beauty
2-yr. Maiden Blush.
Note the
difference in size between the Rome Beauty and Jonathan.
Fig.

— Six
From

8.

first class trees
left to right they
;

;

;

;

;

be necessary. If the soil, and especially the subsoil, is hard
and compact, however, it will be best to loosen it up by digging a hole somewhat larger than is necessary to hold the
roots of the trees.
If much digging is required the holes
should be prepared just ahead of the planters.

THE
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A

great deal is being said of late regarding the use of dyThere seems to be no question but
in tree planting.
what this is a useful adjunct in preparing for planting ground
Whether or not its
that has a hard and impervious subsoil.
general use is to be advised, we are not at the present time
prepared to say, but would advise prospective planters to investigate the subject before planting.

namite

If the roots of the young trees have not been pruned as described under "heeling in the trees", on page 180, this should
be done before they are planted. Some advocate puddling
the roots before planting to prevent their drying out. The
writer believes there will be no need for this if the trees are

Fig.

planting
year old
the

four

—The
except

Photo by W. E. Rumsey.

same

trees as in Pig. 8, pruned, ready for
first tree on left which is pruned as a two
tree would be in the field.
The white string on
inside trees indicates the proper depth to set the

9.

trees.

properly heeled in and removed only as fast as they are wanted.
Care should be taken however not to unnecessarily expose the roots to the sun and wind.

Two men work together to the best advantage in planting
the trees.
One man carries a bundle of trees (a dozen or so)
keeping the roots covered with a piece of burlap. He holds
the tree in position while the other man shovels the soil about
the roots of the tree. The latter throws a few shovels full of
top soil about the roots while the man holding the tree shakes
it up and down vigorously to settle the soil well around the
roots, taking care to allow no vacant air spaces to remain
beneath the tree. As the soil is shovelled into the hole he
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compacts it with his feet until the hole is nearly full, when
he leaves the top soil loose to prevent the escape of moisture
from around the tree. If desired, when the hole is about half
full the shoveller may scatter a half pound of bone meal in the
hole.
Stable manure should never be placed where it will
come in contact with the roots of the young trees. A tree
properly planted should be so firmly placed in the ground that
It should be
it can be pulled up only with great difficulty.
planted about two inches lower than it stood in the nursery.
See figure 9.

CARE OF THE TREES AFTER PLANTING.
Pruning is one of the most important of all orchard operaand one which needs more attention than is given it by
most orchardists. It is safe to say that more damage may be
done in an orchard through injudicious pruning than any
other way.
tions

Pruning the Young Tree. While there is as great a diversity of opinion as there are different primers, concerning
the correct method of pruning and the proper amount of pruning apple trees should receive, experience has shown that the
proper way to treat the newly planted tree is to cut it back
severely as early in the spring as possible, whether it is planted in the fall or in the spring. Two serious mistakes frequently made at this point in the life of the orchard are to
neglect this pruning entirely or to make it too light. Too
much emphasis cannot be laid upon the necessity for this
pruning, and we may well look into the "reasons for it.

We

must remember that

in taking a tree from the nursery
system has been left in the ground. As it
will be some time before the roots of the newly panted tree
can take moisture and nourishment from the soil, the first
leaves which open will draw their sustenance from the nutriment which is stored up in the trunk and roots of the tree.
Unless part of the top is removed these leaves will exhaust
this material before the root system is able to furnish more
and as a result the tree will either die or make a weak, sickly
growth the first season whereas, if a considerable portion
of the top is removed the roots are able to perform their function of supplying the top with moisture and plant food before
the leaves have exhausted the nourishment stored in the
trunk and roots, and having less leaf surface to supply, the
growth starts out strongly the first season.

much

of its root

;
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If we will observe a young- tree as it starts to grow in the
spring we will notice that the first buds to open are usually
If we neglect to prune the newly set
the uppermost buds.
tree we will get our growth largely near the top of the one
year old switch or well out toward the ends of the branches
This growth is in an undesirable poof a two year old tree.
sition as it is too far from the center of the tree and will cause
the tree to be top heavy, unshapely and liable to be injured
by the wind. By removing a considerable portion of the top,
then, the buds that are left will not start as quickly, thus giving more time for the roots to get hold of the soil, and when
they do the growth will be such as to make a strong, stocky,
well shaped framework upon which to build the future tree.

Height of Head. The amount to be removed in a one year
old tree will depend upon the height at which we intend to
form the head of our trees. By. the term head we mean the
point at which the lowest main branches leave the trunk of
the tree. Formerly it has
been the practice to start
the head from three to five
feet from the ground, the
idea being that this was
necessary in order to get
the branches up out of
reach of stock or to permit
of cultivation near the trees.
Today, no good orchardist would think of using his
young orchard as a pasture
factors
have
and
other
caused a decided change of
practice in favor of the
lower heading of the young
trees
say from one to two
feet from the ground (as in

—

The adfigures 9 and 10.)
vantages of low heading
may be summarized as fol1.
Being close to
lows.
the ground the trees do not
suffer as much from the ac2.
The
tion of the wind.
low branches help tO pre*

,

,

,

j.

vent sun scald by shading

Fig.

10.

—A Photo
well
year

by W. E. Rumsey.
formed, thrifty, two
old

tree.

;
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the trunk. 3. They shade the ground about the tree keeping it cool and retarding the escape of moisture. 4. Such
necessary operations as
pruning, spraying, thinning
and picking are more easily
and thus more cheaply per-

formed, reducing the cost
of production. 5. There is

less loss from
than

in

The main
are raised

headed

windfalls

high headed trees.
objections that

against low-

trees, that

it

is

im-

cultivate them
properly and that the fruit
does not color up as well as
on higher headed trees are
11.
An undesirable form of
Fig.
not
borne out in practice.
tree.
Too many main branches left
not headed in severely
bad crotches
The first step in pruning
too open in the
enough when young
the young one year old tree
Photo by the Author.
center.
then is to cut the switch off
If two
at the height at which it is recided to form the head.
year old trees have been planted the height of the head has

possible

to

—

;

;

already been determined by the nurseryman.

The necessary pruning in this case consists in choosing
three or four of the strongest branches to form the scaffold
limbs of the tree, and in the
removal of all others. The
branches chosen should be
symmetrically placed about
the t r u n k. They should
leave the trunk at points
several inches apart so as to
avoid crotches that would
prove a source of future

weakness and they should
be shortened to within six
or eight inches of the main
trunk, leaving the central
undesirably forrn^f
branch for Continuation of treFeIG
t
the trunk) about four tO six enough when young. Note contrast in
trees in another orchard of same age in
^1
1
inches longer than the Oth- background.
Photo by the Author.
A very common misers.
take (see Fig. 11) is to leave too many main branches. Four
are better than more. The cuts in most cases, should be made
-

,

•

1

1

^~^
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above an outside bud. The only further pruning necessary
season is to see that no branches are allowed to growbelow those which have been chosen as the future head of
the tree, and to check by pinching any growths that are tendjust

the

first

ing to

make

amined

at frequent intervals

the tree

ill

The trees should be exthroughout the season for such

shaped.

growths.

Pruning the Second Season. If a one year old tree was
planted it will have developed several branches from which
the strongest and best-placed branches should be chosen and
cut back. as described above for pruning a two year old tree.
If a two year old tree was planted, from each of the branches
left the previous spring, two or more branches will have
started.
Not more than three and preferrably but two of
these laterals should be left and they should be cut back from
a half to two-thirds of the previous year's growth.
Care
should be taken to make the cuts just beyond buds whose
\growth will tend to make a shapely tree. Growths starting toward the center of the tree should be pinched back so
as to check their growth and cause them to develop into
fruit spurs.

\

Pruning the Third Season. If a one year old tree was
planted, its pruning for this season will be the same as that
given a two year old last year. If a two year old tree was
planted, the pruning for the third season will consist in the
heading in of the lateral growths coming from the last year's
cuts, and the thinning out of superfluous branches.
The
heading in need not be as severe as that of the second season, one-half to a third of the previous year's growth being
enough to remove at this pruning.
Subsequent Pruning. If
during the first three year's
will have a good frame work
sequent pruning had better
begin to bear.

the pruning has been well done
growth of the orchard the trees
upon which to build and the subbe rather light until the trees

It should be confined to the removal of superfluous
branches, those which tend to grow crosswise of the top of
the tree or those which tend to fill the same space, and to
the heading in of branches which are making too great a
growth. Much of the necessary training of the tree can be
done to good advantage during the early summer by simply
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with the thumb and forefinger growths which
later

would necessitate

a

A

heavier pruning.

moderate pruning should be the rule for each season rather
than no pruning for two or three years, followed by a heavy
one which disturbs the equilibrium of the tree and starts a
growth of water sprouts.

A low head at the start does not necessarily mean low
branches in the mature tree. We can easily find old orchards in which the trees were headed not more than three
feet from the ground but on which the lowest branches are
now ten feet or more from the ground due to the fact that
the lower branches have been successively removed.
should learn the lesson which these trees teach us and not
allow our tree tops to become so thick that the lower branches
are killed by the dense shade (see picture on cover showThe top
ing a well formed tree but in need of thinning.)
should be kept open to admit plenty of air and sunlight
that the fruit may be of good color. This does not mean however that all growth should be removed in the center of the

We

tree (as in Fig.

n).

The

best

way

to secure the desired re-

but few main branches are chosen in the
early pruning and to remove or check all growths which tend
sult is to see that

to

grow toward the centre

of

the tree.

As

the tree

ap-

proaches bearing age the pruning should be governed by
the fact that a tree which may seem too thick in the top will,
when the branches are loaded and bending with fruit, be
sufficiently open.
By thinning too severely at this time, the
limbs may be considerably injured by sun-scald.
All cuts should be made as close to and as nearly parwith the larger branch as possible in order that they
may heal over quickly. Stubs rarely heal over but are a
sure means of starting decay in the branches. They are the
marks of an ignorant or careless pruner. All wounds an
inch or more in diameter should be covered with grafting
wax or with a paint made of pure white lead and linseed oil.
allel

PROTECTING THE TREES FROM SUN-SCALD,
FREEZING AND RODENTS.
The abrupt and extreme changes in temperature which
sometimes occur during the winter season often cause an
injury to the bark of the young tree, known as sun-scald.
It is generally found on the south or southwest side of the
tree and is due to the inability of the roots of the young
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The
tree to keep the top properly supplied with moisture.
bark turns black and dies on the affected part, sometimes
rendering the tree practically worthless and in any case
making

a serious blemish

on the

tree.

Many young trees are killed each winter because depressions are left about the base of the trunks- in which water collects, the alternate freezing and thawing of which kills
the bark and girdles the tree.
too, during the winter may blow the trees about
an extent as to make a hole about the base of the
trunk in which water may stand and freeze with disastrous

The wind,

to such

results in

some

The annual

cases.

toll

demanded

and woodchucks

of the orchardist

by mice, rab-

enormous, thousands of trees having
to be replaced every spring because of their depredations.
bits

is

To prevent loss from the above mentioned causes the orchard for several }^ears after it is planted should be protected
by mounding and wrapping the trees in the fall. Just before
freezing weather begins, a mound of fresh soil from twelve
to fifteen inches in diameter and six or eight inches high
should be thrown about the tree and well firmed with the
shovel. This mound will need rebuilding each autumn.
It
will not only protect the trees from injury by mice but will
prevent the freezing about the base of the trunks, will hold
the trees more firmly in position and will be helpful in fighting the borers. There are several materials that may be
used for wrapping the trees, among which are corn stalks,
building or sheathing paper, chicken wire, wire screening and
wood veneering. These should be of such a length as to
reach to the lowest branches of the trees and should be imbedded in the soil mound enough to prevent chafing of the
tree by their movement.
The veneer wrappers are advertised in most agricultural papers and cost about $5 a
thousand. They are easily applied and are effective against
mice, rabbits and sun-scald. They should be removed in the
spring as they harbor insect enemies. Woodchucks do their
greatest damage during the summer. The most effective
way of preventing their work is to locate their holes and dispose of the animals either with a shotgun or with carbon
bisulphide. The latter makes a very inflamable, poisonous
gas and should be used with proper care. To use it a small
bundle of rags may be saturated with the liquid bisulphide
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and forced down into the woodchtick's burrow. The
trances to the burrow should then be covered tightly.
fumes of the carbon bisulphide will kill the animals.

en-

The

As a general precaution to prevent damage from rodents
their nesting places should be destroyed in and about the
orchard. Spraying the trees in the winter with commercial
lime-sulphur, winter strength, will act as a repellent.

FERTILIZING THE

YOUNG ORCHARD.

If first class trees are well planted, kept free from insect
pests and disease, and treated as advised under pruning, cultivation and intercropping, there will seldom be any need
of special fertilization in a young orchard.
The fertilizer problem is such a local one, depending as
it does so largely upon the character of the soil, its physical
condition and its previous treatment, that nothing but very
general advice can be given in a work of this sort. The
growth of the trees themselves will be the best guide for the
grower to go by and in order that he may put the question
up to the trees as to which combination of fertilizers he had
better use the following outline of a simple experiment is
submitted for trial by the orchardist himself.

Select five rows of ten trees each, of the same variety,
situated in as uniform and typical a piece of soil as possible,
with the slope (if there be any) running with the rows of
trees.
Be careful to treat the five rows exactly alike in all
matters except fertilization. Just after growth starts in the
spring apply the following materials, spreading them well
about the trees.

To row

one, ^4

pound Nitrate

of

Soda and

^4

pound i6fo

Acid Phosphate.

To row

/

two, Y4 pound Nitrate of Soda and l 2 pound 16%
Acid Phosphate and }/% pound Muriate of Potash.
To row three, nothing. This is a check row for purposes
of comparison.

To row

four,

)/2

pound Acid Phosphate and

Muriate of Potash.

To row

five,

^4

Y&

pound

}i

pound

"
'

pound Nitrate

of

Soda and

Muriate of Potash.

With each succeeding year the amounts of the various
materials should be gradually increased, maintaing the same
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proportions, and by the time the trees come into bearing a
comparison between the different rows should give the
grower a pretty definite idea as to the needs of his soil with
For, a comparison of row one and two
respect to fertilizers.
will give him the relative need of potash, row four and two
of nitrogen and five and two of phosphorus, in the soil.

CULTIVATING THE YOUNG ORCHARD.
The methods of cultivation in use by orchardists fall under the following well recognized systems sod culture, sod
mulch, the mulch system, partial cultivation and clean culEach of these systems has its
tivation with cover crops.
;

advantages which may adapt it to certain circumstances and
each has its successful advocates. A brief outline of each
will therefore be given and the prospective grower can choose
the one which he thinks will be best adapted to his particular circumstances.

Sod Culture. This is the least desirable of all for the
young apple orchard, as the trees do not generally make
proper growth when left in sod and there is danger of injury from fire, rodents and borers. Trees set in sod should
at least be cultivated in a circle about them which should be
widened as the tree grows. In land that is inclined to wash
badly, it is better to use either the mulch system or partial
cultivation.

Sod Mulch. The sod mulch system consists in cutting
the grass several times during the year and either letting it
lie where it falls or in gathering it in under the tree.
It is
but little better than the first unless means are taken to produce a good growth of grass or clover to supply plenty of
mulching material.

The Mulch System. The true mulch system contemplates
the piling about the tree of any organic material such as
manure, straw, weeds or trash of any kind which will rot
down. This rotting material simulates the condition in the
forest with its floor covering of decaying leaves.
The mulch
method is very well adapted to such lands as are too steep to
admit of cultivation. The objection to this system lies in
the scarcity of mulching materials in some cases and in the

danger there
cessful

it

is

from

fire,

mice and

requires a considerable

insects.

amount

of

To be real sucmaterial— enough
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keep all other growth under the tree subdued. The mashould not be piled close up to the trunk of the tree
but should extend well out beyond the spread of the branches.
to

terial

to

On

orchard

Partial

Cultivation.

wash

cultivated, resort

tion

if

with

excellent

that are inclined

sites

may be made to partial cultivaresults.
The trees may be set in a

plowed strip six feet wide and the balance of the space between the rows left in sod. The trees may be cultivated in
this strip for a year or two and it can be gradually widened

grow

when

the trees are of bearing age the
down for a year or two and
the sod strips plowed and cultivated and a cover grown in
them. As soon as it is thought best the treatment of the
strips may be reversed again.
as the trees

cultivated strips

or

may

be seeded

Clean Cultivation With Cover Crops. This system
wherever possible is without doubt the best one for the orchardist

and

follow

to

carried out
as follows. As soon
as the ground can
is

be properly worked
in the spring the
orchard is either

plowed

or har-

rowed,

depending

upon

the

of the

soil

condition
and the

crop which
the previous

grew
year.

If plowed the
ground should b e
harrowed
immediately after
to

in

order

conserve the
moisture.
A dust

mulch is kept up in
the orchard by harrowings
of ten

at intervals

days or two

weeks until
cover crop

The

is

the

sown.

cultivation in
the early part Ot the

Photo by the Author.

—A vase-formed
Note clean

seven year old Wealcultivation
and mounding of
The peaches with which this tree is interplanted netted the owner $225. an acre in 1909
Fig.

thy.
trees.

and
chard

15.

1910
Co.,

and

$160

in

1911.

Morgan County.

Sleepy

Creek Or-

:
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season produces the conditions which favor a vigorous growth
It is best that this growth should be checked
of the trees.
and the wood allowed to ripen well before winter. This is
brought about by the growth of the cover crop. Cultivation
should usually cease about the middle of July or the first of
August, depending upon the season and the growth which
the trees have made. In a wet season or one in which the
trees have made a good growth, the earlier time is to be preThe cover crop furnishes a means, in the case of a
ferred.
leguminous crop, of adding nitrogen to the soil and in all
cases of adding organic matter and thus reduces the fertilizer bill while at the same time improving the physical condition of the soil. Among the leguminous cover crops available with their approximate dates of sowing and the amount
of seed required per acre are the following.

Cow Peas and Soy Beans. May be sown at any time after
the middle of June at the rate of one bushel to the acre if
sown with a drill or a bushel and a peck if broadcast. Not
hardy.
Crimson, or Red Clovers, sown from July 15th to August
to the acre, make splendid
stand the winter crimson
clover makes a quick growth in the spring and adds, much
fertility to the land.
1st at the rate of 15 or 20

cover crops.

Whenever

pounds

it

will

Winter (Hairy) and Spring Vetch, are good nitrogen
The former is the better of the two as it is hardy.
It may be sown at the rate of 1^ bushel to the acre from July
15th to August 15th. The latter should be sown August
1st at the rate of two bushels to the acre.

gatherers.

Canada Field Peas, usually sown together with barley, may
be planted as late as September 1st, using one bushel of peas
and a half bushel of barley to the acre. Among the non-leguminous crops are

Cow Horn

Turnip and Dwarf Essex Rape.

These may be

sown

as late as September 1st and a considerable growth obtained. One to two pounds of the former and five pounds of
the latter are the amounts to use if sown broadcast.

Rye makes a splendid winter cover that can be sown with
surety of a catch if other seed has failed to make a good
stand.
It is especially valuable on the heavier soils as it
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helps to dry them out early in the spring.
Great care must
be taken to plow it under before it gets woody. If left too
late it may cause damage by drying out the soil too much.

Other uses
are: to

of cover crops besides those mentioned above
of plant food which is liberated in late fall

make use

and which might otherwise be washed out of the soil to prevent washing of the soil and to protect the roots of the trees
from severe freezing. There is a danger in the continued use
of cover crops, rather remote except in the case of the legumes
however, of producing a too rapid wood growth in the
trees.
This is true on land that is naturally fertile. An oc;

may be necessary to correct acidThe grower should watch his trees carefully

casional application of lime
ity of the soil.

and study the matter of tillage and the possibilities of cover
crops thoroughly for in them he possesses the means of
greatly increasing the productivity of his orchard.

Among the tools which will be found of value in carrying
out the above system may be mentioned a turning plow, a
cutaway or a disc harrow, a spike tooth or an Acme harrow
and a grain drill for sowing the cover crop. Harrows are
now made for orchard work capable of being so extended as
to cultivate under the branches of the trees, while the driver
rides outside.
For cultivating on both sides of young trees
in the partial cultivation system, a single shovel plow, a
double shovel plow, a cultivator of the Planet Jr. or Iron Age
type or a grSpe hoe with cultivator attachment will be found
most useful. Specially made, short single trees should be
provided for use with these implements and their ends should
be wrapped with burlap to prevent the barking of the trees.

INTERCROPPING THE YOUNG ORCHARD.
Many hesitate to plant an apple orchard because of the fact
that under ordinary circumstances they expect no return
from the trees short of eight or ten years.
As has been
pointed out this time may be reduced by the planting of
peach trees or early bearing varieties of apples as fillers (see
page 172). Even quicker returns may be secured income
cases either by intercropping the young orchard in combination with the fillers of with permanent trees only.
Even
where trees are set as close as 20 feet apart each way there
is considerable space that will not be needed by the trees for
several years.
Provided the grower is careful to see that the
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trees are given first consideration, intercropping the young
is a perfectly legitimate practice.
Properly managed
it may be made a benefit to the trees as .well as a source of
quick returns. The crops to be grown in the orchard should

orchard

be restricted to those which fit in with the general scheme of
orchard management and they should be liberally fertilized.
Those which require cultivation during the early part of the
season and permit of sowing a cover crop either in connection with their growth or after they are harvested are best
adapted for the purpose. Among such may be mentioned,
strawberries, field or sweet corn, early potatoes or cabbage,
tomatoes, peas, beans, melons or squashes. Cow peas or soy
beans may be sown in drills so that they may be cultivated and
they may be cut for hay and a cover crop of rye sown on the
stubble. The crop which any grower would choose to plant in
his orchard would naturally be the same as he would choose to
grow on the land if the orchard were not there, provided of
course that his choice would be restricted to the class of crops
mentioned.

Grain crops, excepting corn, should not be grown in the
as they draw heavily upon the moisture supply of the land at just the time when the trees need it the
most. A possible exception to this rule is the case of an orchard that is slow about coming into bearing but is making
a too vigorous growth.
By sowing oats in such an orchard
or by allowing a fall sown cover crop of rye or wheat to mature the growth may be checked and the trees thrown into

young orchards

fruit bearing.

PROTECTING THE TREES FROM INSECTS AND
SEASE—SPRAYING.

DI-

There are certain insects and diseases which are quite apt

young apple trees. A brief description of such
together with their remedies will be given as an aid to the

to trouble

grower

in

combatting them.

Insects Attacking the Roots. Woolly Aphis. This softbodied plant-louse pierces the roots of the tree and sucks
the sap from them. It causes wart-like bunches to grow at
the point of attack, and the effect of the work is seen in
sickly, stunted trees with unhealthy pale green foliage.
The
most effective remedy is to remove the top soil under the
tree to a depth of two or three inches exposing the roots,
and spraying with a 10% kerosene emulsion or a tobacco
extract.
The soil should be replaced over the roots at once.
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Trunk and Branches.

There is an
described which injures the
tree in much the same way but not nearly as seriously.
They
are usually found in the crevices of the bark or in wounds
and are readily seen by the white, wool-like masses which
they excrete upon their backs. They seldom do much damage in an orchard that is regularly sprayed with lime-sulphur of winter strength. If they prove troublesome howaerial

form

of the

insect just

Photo by W. E. Rumsey.

—The

woolly aphis of the apple
a, insects on stem of seeding
tree (magnified three times)
b, knots on twigs caused by the aphis (natural
Pig.

17.

:

;

size).
I

thorough spraying of a io% kerosene emulsion should
be given. They must be hit with the spray in order to be
killed.
See figure 17.
ever, a

Scale Insects. The three common scale insects shown in
18, the San Jose, the Scurfy and the Oyster-shell
scales are soft-bodied insects which pierce the bark of the
tree and suck its juices.
The insect itself is almost microscopical in size but it excretes a scale of characteristic

figure

shape
under which it lives during most of. its life,
which enables one to see and identify it. The most harm,

;
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Photo by W. E. Rumsey.
Fig.
b,

18.

—ThreeSahcommon
Jose

scurfy scale

;

scale

scale.

c,

insects
a, oyster-shell
All natural size.
:

scale

ful by far of the three is the San Jose scale and a close examination of the trees should be made when they are received
from the nursery to see that they do
not bring the insect with them and a
close watch should be kept to see that
the trees do not become infested from
other sources. Unfortunately, as will
be seen in the illustration, they are the
smallest and hardest to discover of
If any doubtful
the three scales.
specimen is found send it to the Experiment Station for identification.
The San Jose scale may be kept in
control by spraying while the trees are
in a dormant state with either a concentrated lime-sulphur or a soluble
oil

spray.

The

adult flat-headed and
apple-tree borers
(see figure 20) are beetles which lay
their eggs on the trunk and branches
The young larvae which
of the tree.
hatch from these eggs bore into the
bark and eat their way into the tree

Borers.

the

!'•

<*

round-headed

channels

which

sometimes

the

young

trees.

forming
Fig.

peach

—

19.
Portion
of
twig covered with
e

?inii°ed (a?tS*liSto^

nearly
.

girdle
&
,

mentioned
the trees

is

As
<•

mounding
191
a help in fighting these

on

page
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and

— Round-headed
natural

Fig. 20.
exit hole.

(All

Photo by W:
Apple-tree borer

E.
:
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Rumsey.

larvae,

adults

size).

it causes them to enter the tree higher up, where
be more easily found. The young- trees should be
examined every fall and spring- and the young borers cut out
with a sharp pointed knife while they are yet working in the
sap wood. This operation called "worming"' the trees should
be made a regular orchard practice.

insects as

they

may

The
insect
trees.

Periodical Cicada or Seventeen-year Locust. This
sometimes causes considerable damage to. young fruit

A

full

description of this insect

is

given in Bulletin 68

of this Station.

Insects Attacking the Tender Twigs and Foliage. Plant
These small, soft-bodied insects are very troublesome
in some seasons on young apple trees, causing the leaves on
the ends of the young, tender twigs to curl up and die. In
some cases they check the growth of the tree very materially.
They pierce the tissue and suck the juices of the tree. Their
presence may usually be discovered by the curled leaves oi
by the procession of ants travelling up and down the tree.
The insects secrete a substance called honey-dew of which the
ants are very fond, which accounts for the procession just
Lice.
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This insect is a somewhat difficult one to control
to the fact that it multiplies very rapidly and in order
to kill it, its body must be covered with the spray material.
This is a hard thing- to do after the leaves have begun to curl
up and protect them.
spray of either kerosene emulsion
or tobacco extract are the materials recommended for use in
fighting these insects.
In young trees when the leaves are
curled up, the ends of the twigs may be dipped in some of
mentioned.

owing

A

the material which

is

carried in a pail from tree to tree.

—

—

22.
convenient
A
sprayer for young
(Courtesy of B. C.
Brown Co., Rochester, N. Y.)

Nest of fall web-worm
on young pear tree.

21.

Fig.

form

of

trees.

Leaf-Eating Caterpillars.

Among

the several caterpillars

which may be destructive to the foliage of young apple trees
may be mentioned the following: The apple-tree tent caterpillar, the fall webworm, the fall canker-worm, the yellownecked caterpillar, the red-headed apple-caterpillar and the
bagworm. The work of these insects soon leads to their discovery

if

one spends much time

in

his orchard.

On

voting
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when found they may usually be removed by hand without great difficulty or if very numerous they may be held
in check by spraying the trees with arsenate of lead, three
pounds to fifty gallons of water.
trees,

Diseases.

The most common

disease to which

young

ap-

ple trees are subject are the several leaf diseases such as apple scab, cedar rust, and frog eye, and a mildew which may attack the foliage of the young tender growth during late summer. These diseases are not usually very serious on young
trees, but as a matter of insurance against them it is best to
spray the young orchard at least once each season with either
a lime-sulphur or Bordeaux mixture spray. During the first
few years in the life of the orchard a compressed air sprayer
of the type shown in figure 22 will be found very efficient.
When the trees have attained considerable size, a barrel outfit should be substituted, or in larger commercial orchards
Full instructions regarding spraying for
a power sprayer.
the control of insects and diseases may be obtained by addressing the Experiment Station at Morgantown.

A

question very often asked of
Cost of a Young Orchard.
the Experiment Station is: "What is the approximate cost of
bringing an orchard to bearing age?" It will be obvious to
the thoughtful reader of this bulletin that an answer to such
a question must be very approximate indeed owing to the numerous variable factors which influence the cost of an orchard.
So few orchardists keep accurate cost records that
such figures are hard to obtain.

The following estimate
ley

recently published by the Berke-

County Horticultural Society show the

figures

which seem

to be accepted- as approximately correct for orchards in that
section.

"If an orchard be planted on a few acres (not over 25) of
good strong land close to town (such as sells in this section for from $125 to $150 per acre) a competent grower, who
is also a gardener, can do intensive farming and trucking between the trees so as to bring the orchard into bearing from

the proceeds of the intercropping."
"If an orchard of 100 acres or more is planted on good
strong land (such as sells in this section for about $100 an
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acre) and the whole crop rotation plan is such as to benefit
the trees without taking anything from the soil it will cost
another $100 to bring the orchard up to bearing age."

"On cheaper lands which require more careful farming
methods, more extensive fertilization (such land as can be
bought around $50 per acre) the cost of bringing the trees up
to the bearing age in first class condition may reach $150 an
acre."

"The above estimates do not include interest on the investment, whereas properly, at least, 50% of the money invested
in orchard property should be added to the cost at the bearing
age to cover the loss of interest on the money so invested for
eight years (approximately) or as the case may be."
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